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About This Game

Witch It is a multiplayer hide & seek game. Brave hunters seek hidden witches in a humorous, magical world.

Hunt & Hide in a vibrant, magical world

The Witch It world is jam-packed with humble villages, icy lakes, and ancient libraries for you to explore and hide within. Each
map has its own stories and secrets for you to delve into and discover!

Seek as a Fearless Hunter
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As a hunter, your job is to hunt down all the witches for the sake of a peaceful town. Hunters are equipped with a range of
different tools and gadgets to help them with their task, whether it is a loyal chicken that scans for sneaky witches or a body

slam skill that causes huge impact damage in one area!

Hide as a Mischievous Witch

Witches have the ability to mimic almost anything in the landscape in order to fool the hunters and stay alive. Witches can
switch between different props as they please, as well as perform different spells to confuse or scare their opponents!

Discover a wide variety of props

Each map is filled with an ever-expanding amount of unique props that witches can disguise themselves as, from large items of
furniture to small foods and fruits. Glorious rewards await the most curious of witches who can find and mimic all of them!

Express Yourself

Fill your wardrobe with stylish shirts and wacky brooms. Unlock more and more items as you play the game and earn
experience, so you can individualize your hunter or witch according to your own personal taste!

Choose between several game modes
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There are currently four game modes. 'Hide & Seek' – Hunters have to find all the witches to win the game. 'Mobification' –
Caught witches turn into hunters. 'Hunt a Hag' – Skills are disabled for both teams and hunters can only use their melee weapon.

"Fill a Pot" - Witches need to fill cauldrons and Hunters must prevent them from doing so.

Main Features

Play as a hunter or witch on twelve diverse maps, each with own unique playstyles and prop layouts for you to discover!

Use a growing array of fun skills to troll and fool your opponents!

Dynamic, physical based prop movement allow you to easily locate hiding spots or traverse the maps effortlessly!

Unlock countless customization options for both hunters and witches, of varying rarities and caliber!

Progress and level your account to show off your prop hunting and hiding abilities!

Play on public servers with other experienced prop hunters, or open up your own private server and play with a group of
friends!

Witch It is an Early Access title, so our core gameplay mechanics and features may be subject to change. We welcome all types
of feedback over on our Steam Forums or Discord server!
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Title: Witch It
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Barrel Roll Games
Publisher:
Daedalic Entertainment
Release Date: 31 May, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7.1 SP1 / Windows 8.1/Windows 10 (64-bit Operating System Required)

Processor: Intel Core i3, 2.4GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 / AMD Radeon HD 6850

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 5 GB available space

English,German,Simplified Chinese,Turkish,French,Italian,Dutch,Russian,Romanian,Traditional Chinese,Czech,Korean
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Addictive experience; with friends even more.
The modern "hide and seek" game has much to offer.

You can level up ingame to acquire new skills to have fun with and the more people are playing the better!
You can customize your character to a certain extent.
The ingame interactions are the best though, with, or without friends.
The cartooney graphics and playful aesthetics of the game world make it very likeable.
I think that this game is perfect for players that want to go for a quick laughter, taking a break from some more serious
competition games, or for players that want a more cherrful environment.

There is not much else to say, the game is not hard, and the people that you may find around are here for the same reason,
having fun with a simple game.

I'd reccomend this to both hardcore and casual gamers.

. very fun and funny with friends.

. Great game so far! I guess some skills may need some balancing (you can harass a single hunter with the mushrooms).
Some levels really need music!
Why is there no achievement for witches not to transform in any object and win in a round?

Do some people really expect depth like in AC Odyssey? This is a 15\u20ac indie game: be reasonable, people!

Also tiddie physics!. Best Game Of Its Genre Of course
But there are approximately no players :(
. I am deeply saddened by the fact that no one I know owns the best prophunt game within all of existence.
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